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1. Introduction 

ffixation still triggers problems for the expert, it is based on several 

questions that ask about affixation patterns in various languages. 

Generally, all languages in the world define affixation as the 

smallest unit of language, which must be paired with a lexeme. Pairing an 

affixation with a lexeme produces a new word form. The resulting form can 

be a change in word class and a change in the meaning of a word. The study 

of affixations in the morphology of the Indonesian language is to discuss the 

basic form and form a new word (Herawati et al., 2019; Kridalaksana, 2007; 

Putra, 2021). It can be concluded that the study of affixation is a study of 

affixes to words in a language. The discussion about affixes or adding 

affixes to the basic forms is something that is continuous because the 

patterns of variation in the use of affixes vary greatly in a language, 

especially in Indonesian. Affixation is seen as a minor phenomenon by some  
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academics because affixation is a field of morphology that deals with microelements in word 

formation. The microelements in question are in the form of morphological processes that form words 

in detail. The study of affixation remains a concern for academics in the field of linguistics. The use of 

affixes is very diverse, such as prefixes, suffixes, infixes, and confixes (JR & Ermanto, 2023; Pratami et 

al., 2023). 

One type of affixation that is of concern to experts in the field of morphology is the affix type of 

confix (prefix-suffix), or what is often called a combination of affixes. Ananda (2020) mentions that a 

word with a confix is a derived word as a result of affixing a confix, which is divided and affixed at 

the beginning and the end of the basic form. According to Herawati et al. (2019), a confix is an affix 

added to the right and left of the basic form and can be interpreted as a combination of prefixes and 

suffixes in a basic form. Dian Susanthi (2017) also said that a confix is a pattern that raises and adds 

prefixes simultaneously and produces a word that experiences the addition of affix combinations. 

Thus, it can be concluded that confix is a morphological process in a basic form by adding prefixes or 

combinations of affixes simultaneously.  

The focus of this research is to examine the use of the confixes per-/-an and peN-/-an in the 

Indonesian novel Laskar Pelangi using the KORTARA Corpus Linguistics digital program. The 

novelty of this research is the use of new breakthrough corpus linguistic applications. KORTARA 

(Korpus Nusantara) was created in 2022. Research on confixes utilizing corpus linguistic applications 

is still relatively small. KORTARA corpus linguistic application (Korpus Nusantara) helps make this 

research more systematic and practical. This can be proven by the availability of the affix word search 

feature “Pencarian Kata Berimbuhan” in the Korpus Nusantara application, which makes it easier for 

researchers to search for specific data about affixations.  

2. Theoretical Framework 

Theoretically, linguistics studies the microelements in a language. This linguistic study is 

morphology. Ermanto (2016b), JR and Ermanto (2023), and Saddhono et al. (2023) define 

morphology as a science that studies morphemes and words, as well as the process of their formation. 

One study from a morphological perspective is affixation, which discusses the morphological process 

of affixing a word (Kurmanova et al., 2023; Saddhono et al., 2023). An affix is a microelement that is 

combined with a word and cannot stand alone. Denistia and Baayen (2023) and Sleeman (2023) said 

that affixes produce a new word when combined with another word. These combinations can be 

prefixes, suffixes, insertions, and prefixes-suffixes in other words. Lelonkiewicz et al. (2020) also 

state that every word that combines with affixes at the beginning, insertion, end, and combination of 

affixes is part of affixation. 

Theories about affixation can also be found in previous research findings. In general, affixation is a 

microelement of a word. The result of combining an affixation with a lexeme will form a new word 

and a new meaning (JR & Ermanto, 2023; Putra, 2021; Ramadhina et al., 2022). A word produced in 

the affixation process can be formed in several ways, namely prefix, suffix, insertion, and prefix-

suffix (Akhiruddin et al., 2023; Khoiru et al., 2023; Pratami et al., 2023; Usliani et al., 2023). 

Theoretically, affixation is only limited to affixes given to a word. This is based on the function of 

affixations, which cannot stand alone and must be paired with a lexeme. The boundaries of affixation 

can also be based on the principle of affixation, which forms a new meaning that has the status of a 

word. Thus, affixation is called a morphological process (Abdulmalik Ali, 2020; JR & Ermanto, 2023; 

Lou & Ma, 2023; Yudhana et al., 2019; Zhurkenovich et al., 2021). Research conducted by JR and 

Ermanto (2023), Akhiruddin et al. (2023), Khoiru et al., 2023, Pratami et al., 2023, and Ramadhina et 

al. (2022) revealed that the most used data findings were prefix-type affixations. This research does 

not discuss affixation in a complex way but discusses affixation in general. In contrast to previous 

researchers, Putra’s (2021) research revealed that the most dominant affixation data findings were 

suffixes. 

Affixations are also divided into several types, namely prefixes, infixes, suffixes, and confixes. 

Iordachioaia and Melloni (2023) and Dal Maso (2023) revealed that affixations in morphological 
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studies are divided into several types, namely prefixes, which are located at the beginning of a word; 

infixes, which are located at the middle of a word, suffixes which are located at the end of a word, and 

confixes which are located at the beginning and end of a word. Each type of affixation has a different 

function, which is adjusted to its position. For example, the word memukul (beating) is formed by 

combining the prefix meN- with the root word pukul (beat) or (meN- + pukul = memukul), producing 

the action verb memukul (beating). Examples of infixes can also be seen in the use of the word 

berbagai (vary), which is formed by combining the infix –er- with the basic word bagai (like) (-er- + 

bagai = berbagai) to produce the word berbagai (vary). Examples of suffixes can also be seen in the 

use of the word makanan (food), which is formed by combining the suffixes -an with the basic word 

makan (eat) (-an + makan= makanan) to produce the word makanan (food). Examples of confixes 

can also be seen in the use of the word perusahaan (company) which is formed by combining the 

confixes per-/-an with the basic word usaha (effort) (per-/-an + usaha= perusahaan) to produce the 

word perusahaan (company). 

In terms of objectives, this research discusses confixes. A confix is an affix that combines a prefix and 

a suffix in other words and produces a new meaning (Inoue et al., 2023; Koch et al., 2023; Lamb, 

1966). Affixations in the form of confixes are generally formed by combining a word with a prefix 

and a suffix and forming a new meaning. There are many different types of confixes in Indonesian, 

including per-/-an, peN-/-an, ke-/-an, ber-/-an, and so on. Based on the focus of the research, which 

discusses the per-/-an and peN-/-an confixes in Indonesian, it is necessary to explain the definitions of 

these variations of confixes. In Indonesian, the confixes per-/-an and peN-/-an have different 

functions. The confix peN-/-an is an affixation that changes a verb into an action noun, and produces 

the meaning of an action. For example, the word pemasangan (putting) is formed from combining the 

confix peN-/-an with the verb pemasangan (peN-/-an + pasang) producing the action noun 

pemasangan (putting). The confix per-/-an is an affixation that changes a verb into an action noun, 

and produces the meaning of actions. For example, the word perseteruan (arguing) is formed from 

combining the confix per-/-an with the verb berseteru (argue) (per-/-an + berseteru) producing the 

action noun perseteruan (arguing). 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Corpus 

This research uses a corpus linguistics approach, which utilizes digital technology to manage the 

research data (Bayekeyeva et al., 2022; Kurmanova et al., 2023; Lenchuk et al., 2023; Zhumasheva et 

al., 2022). Researchers utilized various features available in a corpus linguistics application to identify 

and classify data digitally (Ermanto et al., 2022; McEnery & Hardie, 2011; O’Keeffe & McCarthy, 

2010; Saddhono et al., 2023). The application used in this research is KORTARA corpus linguistics 

(Korpus Nusantara). The target corpus for this research is the Indonesian novel entitled “Laskar 

Pelangi” which is available in the Korpus Nusantara application.  

The KORTARA corpus linguistic application (Korpus Nusantara) was created in 2022 at Padang State 

University, Indonesia. This application contains various features that make it easier for researchers to 

research humanities data, especially linguistics. Researchers use this application because of the 

availability of special features to search for affix data (i.e., Pencarian Kata Berimbuhan/search for 

affixes). Researchers can search for affix data by entering prefixes and suffixes in the feature.  

3.2. Procedure 

This research went through several stages of data collection and analysis. The stages were 

identification, classification, interpretation, and conclusions. In the KORTARA corpus digital 

linguistics application, the data collection stage can be carried out when identifying the data, and the 

data analysis stage can be carried out when classifying the data (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1  

The KORTARA Corpus Digital Linguistics Program Homepage 

 
 

Figure 1 is the homepage display of the KORTARA Corpus Digital Linguistics Program. The 

application can be visited at https://korpusnusantara.fbs.unp.ac.id/. The identification stage in the 

KORTARA Corpus Digital Linguistics Program application can be implemented by accessing the 

menu “Pencarian Kata Berimbuhan” (search for affixes) feature to look for specific affixations and 

the “Jumlah Kata” (number of words) sub-feature to see the frequency of occurrence of words and 

view vocabulary related to the research target (Figure 2). The identification stage can be interpreted as 

the labeling stage, which gives the identity of the data based on their type. 

 
Figure 2  

Word Search for Affixed and Number of Words 

 
 

The classification stage in this study was carried out using Microsoft Excel based on downloads from 

the KORTARA Corpus Digital Linguistics Program. The Microsoft Excel file download from the 

KORTARA Digital Linguistics Program application has a tabular format that separates the data from 

its context with different columns. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of a downloaded file from the 

KORTARA Corps Digital Linguistics Program. 
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Figure 3  

Downloaded Results for the Classification Stage 

 
 

Figure 3 is a display of the data analysis stage, which divides the research data by type. In this study, 

initially, the researchers labeled the data according to the research objectives, namely the process of 

formation of roles and labels. Data classification was done by adding a column to the right context. The 

right column of the context was assigned a data type identity. The data of this study were classified 

based on the types of conflict variations of per-/-an and peN-/-an. With this technique, researchers do 

not need to classify data using manual techniques, which are usually done by checking data one by 

one based on its type. In general, the interpretation and conclusion stages were done based on research 

findings. The interpretation of the data is related to the theory on which the research is based. The 

conclusion of the research is related to the theory and is compared with the findings of previous 

studies. The comparison in question is in the form of similarities and differences in research findings. 

4. Results 

Based on the concordance analysis of the research that was done, there were 115 concordances or 

sentences that use lexemes of deverbal nouns derived from per-/-an and peN-/-an confixes. The 

concordance consisted of 52 concordances containing lexemes (noun deverbalization) having per-/-an 

confixes and 63 concordances containing lexemes (noun deverbalization) having peN-/-an confixes. For 

more details, the following shows data on lexeme deverb nouns with per-/-an and peN-/-an confixes.  

4.1. Confixes Per-/-an 

Confix per-/-an is a form of affix combination that combines prefixes with lexemes in the form of 

basic forms. Merging confixes with basic forms will form new words with new meanings. This is the 

same as the theoretical basis, which says that the use of per-/-an confixes in Indonesian must be 

paired with the basic form because the nature of affixes or affixes cannot stand alone. Analyzing the 

data, the researchers found the use of confixes that combine per-/-an with a verb lexeme. Figure 4 

shows concordances or sentences that use per-/-an confixes. 

 

Figure 4 

Data Recapitulation for Per-/-an Confix Usage 
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Figure 4 shows the concordance data containing lexemes that have the confix per-/-an as a whole. 

Based on the figure, it can be seen that there are 52 concordances that have per-/-an conflicts. Based 

on the form, the researchers found 10 lexemes with per-/-an confixes namely pertanyaan (ask), 

perselisihan (dispute), perkataan (speech), pertunjukan (performance), permainan (plays), pertempuran 

(war), pertarungan (fight), perdebatan (argue), pertandingan (competition), and percobaan (trial). 

The authors only analyzed 5 types of per-/-an data (i.e., pertanyaan, pertunjukan, permainan, 

pertarungan, and pertandingan) whose appearance was more dominant.  

4.1.1. Confix Per-/-an in Pertanyaan Words  

The use of pertanyaan (ask) and a noun was found in 17 concordances or sentences of the novel. For 

more details, Figure 5 shows the data on the use of lexemes or word pertanyaan (ask) with per-/-an 

confixes in the target corpus. 

 
Figure 5 

Pertanyaan Word Data  

 
 

Based on Figure 5, the word pertanyaan was found in 17 concordances or sentences. Pertanyaan is 

derived through the process of combining per-/-an confixes with the basic form of bertanya (asking) 

(per-/-an + bertanya) to become pertanyaan. Based on the process, the word bertanya (asking) is the 

root form of a verb. After being juxtaposed with the confix per-/-an, the verb turns into a pertanyaan 

noun. The derivation of pertanyaan deverbalization or nominalization from bertanya (asking) verbs is 

a morphological derivation process by using per-/-an derivation confixes in Indonesian (Ermanto, 

2008, 2016a, 2016b). Due to the addition of the derivation per-/-an confix to the basic form of the 

verb (i.e., to bertanya), the word pertanyaan also produces a new meaning, which means a question 

(Bragina et al., 2020; Ermanto & Emidar, 2013; Sunarti et al., 2023). The lexeme or word pertanyaan 

is derived from a word whose origin is a verb that turns into a deverbal noun. 

4.1.2. Confix Per-/-an in Pertunjukan Word 

The use of the pertunjukan word (performance) was found in 6 concordances or sentences of the 

novel. For more details, Figure 6 shows the data on the use of the word pertunjukan. 

Based on Figure 6, the use of the word pertunjukan (performance) was found in 6 concordances or 

sentences. Pertunjukan is formed through the process of combining per-/-an confixes with the 

bertunjuk (perform) basic form (per-/-an + bertunjuk) to become pertunjukan. The word bertunjuk 

is the basic form of the verb. After it is paired with the per-/-an confix, the word turns into a 

pertunjukan noun form. Derivation of pertunjukan deverb nouns from bertunjuk verbs is a 

morphological derivation process by using per-/-an derivation confixes in Indonesian (Ermanto, 

2008, 2016a; Ermanto & Emidar, 2013). 
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Figure 6 

Pertunjukan Word Data  

 
 

Due to the addition of the per-/-an derivation confix to the basic form of the bertunjuk verb, the word 

pertunjukan produces a new meaning, which means something that is shown (Bragina et al., 2020; 

Ermanto & Emidar, 2013; Sunarti et al., 2023). The word pertunjukan is classified as a word that was 

originally in the form of a verb and was turned into a noun. 

4.1.3. Confix Per-/-an in the Permainan Word 

The use of the word permainan (plays) was found in 12 concordances or sentences of the novel. For 

more details, Figure 7 shows the use of the word permainan. 

 

Figure 7 

Permainan Word Data  

 
 

Based on Figure 7, the use of the word permainan (plays) was found in 12 concordances or sentences. 

Permainan word is formed through the process of combining the per-/-an confix with the lexeme 

bermain (play) (per-/-an + bermain) to become permainan. Based on the process, the word bermain 

is the basic form of a verb. After being combined with the confix per-/-an, the verb turns into a noun 

permainan. The derivation of the noun deverb of permainan from the verb bermain is a 

morphological derivation process using the derivation per-/-an in Indonesian (Ermanto, 2008, 2016a; 

Ermanto & Emidar, 2013). Due to the addition of the per-/-an derivation confix to the basic form of 

the verb bermain, the word permainan also produces a new meaning, which means something related 

to play. Thus, the word permainan belongs to the word that was originally in the form of a verb and 

was turned into a deverbal noun. 
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4.1.4. Confix Per-/-an in Pertarungan Word 

The use of the pertarungan (fight) word was found in 4 concordances or sentences of the novel. For 

more details, Figure 8 shows the data on the use of the pertarungan word in a concordance or 

sentence. 

 
Figure 8  

Pertarungan Word Data  

 
 

Based on Figure 8, the use of the word Pertarungan (fight) was found in 4 concordances or sentences. 

The word pertarungan is derived through the process of combining per-/-an conflicts with the basic 

form of bertarung (fight) (per-/-an + bertarung) to become pertarungan. The word bertarung is the 

basic form of a verb. After being juxtaposed with the confix per-/-an, the word turns into pertarungan 

noun. The derivation of the noun deverb of pertarungan from the verb bertarung is a morphological 

derivation process by using the derivation per-/-an in Indonesian (Ermanto, 2008, 2016a; Ermanto & 

Emidar, 2013). Due to the addition of the per-/-an derivation confix to the basic form of the verb 

bertarung, the word pertarungan produces a new meaning, which means fighting. Thus, the word 

pertarungan belongs to the word that was originally in the form of a verb turned into a deverbal noun. 

4.1.5. Confix Per-/-an in Pertandingan Word 

The use of the word pertandingan (competition) was found in 7 concordances or sentences of the 

novel. For more details, Figure 9 shows the 7 concordances or sentences using the word 

pertandingan. 

 
Figure 9 

Pertandingan Word Data  

 
 

Based on Figure 9, the use of the word pertandingan (competition) was found in 7 concordances or 

sentences. Pertandingan (competition) word is derived through the process of combining per-/-an 

confixes with the basic form of bertanding (compete, match) (per-/-an + bertanding) to become 

pertandingan. The word bertanding is the basic form of a verb. After being combined with the confix 
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per-/-an, the verb turns into a pertandingan noun. The derivation of the noun deverb of pertandingan 

from the verb bertanding is a morphological derivation process by using the derivation per-/-an in 

Indonesian (Ermanto, 2008, 2016a; Ermanto & Emidar, 2013). Due to the addition of the per-/-an 

derivation confix to the basic form of the verb bertanding, the word pertandingan produces a new 

meaning, which means competing. Thus, the word pertandingan is classified as a word that was 

originally in the form of a verb and turned into a deverb noun. 

4.2. Confixes PeN-/-an 

The peN-/-an confix is a variation of the affix combination combined with the basic form. The peN-/-

an confix has the characteristic of changing action and process verbs into action and process nouns. In 

concordance, it is found in the use of confixes, which combine peN-/-an with the base form of the 

verb and produce an action and process noun. For more details, Figure 10 shows concordances or 

sentences that use peN-/-an confixes. 

 
Figure 10 

Data Recapitulation of PeN-/-an Confix Usage 

 
 

Based on Figure 10, there are 63 concordances or sentences that have derived nouns with peN-/-an 

confixes. Based on the shape, the researchers found 10 nouns that were derived with the peN-/-an 

confix, namely deverb nouns penglihatan (sight), pemungutan (picking), pemikiran (thought), 

pemahaman (understanding), pemukiman (settlement), perencanaan (planning), pemandangan (view), 

penghormatan (honor), penghayatan (appreciation), and pengajaran (teaching). Based on this data, 

the authors only analyzed 5 types of peN-/-an data (i.e., pemikiran, pemukima, perencanaan, 

pemandangan, and penghayatan) whose appearance was more dominant.  

4.2.1. Confix PeN-/-an in Pemikiran Word 

The use of the word pemikiran was found in 7 concordances or sentences. For more details, data on 

the use of the pemikiran word can be seen in Figure 11. 

Based on Figure 11, the use of the word pemikiran (thought) was found in 7 concordances or 

sentences. Pemikiran word is derived through the process of combining peN-/-an confixes with the 

basic form of memikirkan (to think) (peN-/-an + memikirkan) to become pemikiran. The word 

memikirkan is the basic form of a verb. After being combined with the confix peN-/-an, the word 

turns into a pemikiran noun. The derivation of the noun deverb of pemikiran from action verbs and 

the process of memikirkan is a morphological derivation process using the peN-/-an derivation confix 

in Indonesian (Ermanto, 2008, 2016a). 
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Figure 11 

Pemikiran Word Data  

 
 

Due to the addition of confix derivation peN-/-an to the basic forms of action verbs and the process of 

memikirkan, the pemikiran word also produces a new meaning, which means thinking. Thus, the word 

pemikiran belongs to the word that was originally in the form of a verb and turned into a deverb noun. 

4.2.2. Confix PeN-/-an in Pemukiman Word 

The use of the word pemukiman (settlement) was found in 3 concordances or sentences of the novel. 

For more details, the data on the use of the word pemukiman can be seen in Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12 

Pemukiman Word Data  

 
 

Based on Figure 12, the use of the word pemukiman (settlement) was found in 3 concordances or 

sentences. Pemukiman word was derived through the process of combining the confix peN-/-an with 

the basic form of memukimkan (to settle) (peN-/-an + memukimkan) to become pemukiman. The 

word memukimkan is the basic form of a verb. After being combined with the peN-/-an confix, the 

word turns into a pemukiman noun. Deriving noun deverbs of pemukiman from action verbs and the 

process of memukimkan is a morphological derivation process using the derivation peN-/-an in 

Indonesian (Ermanto, 2008, 2016a). Due to the addition of peN-/-an derivation confixes to the basic 

forms of action verbs and the process of memukimkan, the word pemukiman also produces a new 

meaning, which means residence. Thus, the word pemukiman is classified as a word that was 

originally in the form of a verb and turned into a noun deverb. 

4.2.3. Confix PeN-/-an in Perencanaan Word 

The use of the word perencanaan (planning) was found in 3 concordances or sentences of the novel. 

For more details, the data on the use of the word perencanaan can be seen in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13 

Perencanaan Word Data  

 
 

Based on Figure 13, the use of the word perencanaan (planning) was found in 3 concordances or 

sentences. Perencanaan word is derived through the process of combining the peN-/-an confix with 

the basic form of merencanakan (to plan) (peN-/-an + merencanakan) to become perencanaan. The 

word merencanakan is the basic form of a verb. After being coombined with the confix peN-/-an, the 

word turns into a perencanaan noun. The derivation of perencanaan deverb nouns from action verbs 

and merencanakan processes is a morphological derivation process using the peN-/-an derivation 

confix in Indonesian (Ermanto, 2008, 2016a). Due to the addition of the peN-/-an derivation confix to 

the basic form of the action verb and the merencanakan, the word perencanaan also produces a new 

meaning, which means planning. Thus, the word perencanaan belongs to the word that was originally 

sin the form of a verb and turned into a deverb noun. 

4.2.4. Confix PeN-/-an in Pemandangan Word 

The use of the word pemandangan (view) was found in 40 concordances or sentences of the novel. 

For more details, the presentation of the data on the use of the word pemandangan can be seen in 

Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14  

Pemandangan Word Data 

 
 

Based on Figure 14, the use of the word pemandangan (view) was found in 40 concordances or 

sentences. Pemandangan word is derived through the process of merging the peN-/-an confix with the 

basic form of memandang (to see) (peN-/-an +memandang) to become pemandangan. The word 

memandang is the basic form of a verb. Ater being combined with the confix peN-/-an, the word turns 

into a pemandangan noun. The derivation of the noun deverb of pemandangan from action verbs and 

the process of memandang is a morphological derivation process using the derivation peN-/-an in 

Indonesian (Ermanto, 2008, 2016a). Due to the addition of the confix derivation of peN-/-an to the 
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basic form of the action verb and the process of memandang, the word pemandangan also produces a 

new meaning, which means the result of seeing. Thus, the word pemandangan belongs to a word that 

was originally in the form of a verb and turned into a deverb noun. 

4.2.5. Confix PeN-/-an in Penghayatan Word 

The use of the word penghayatan (appreciation) was found in 3 concordances or sentences of the 

novel. For more details, the data on the use of the word penghayatan can be seen in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15 

Penghayatan Word Data 

 
 

Based on Figure 15, the use of the word penghayatan (appreciation) was found in 3 concordances or 

sentences. Penghayatan word is derived through the process of combining the peN-/-an confix with 

the basic form of menghayati (appreciate) (peN-/-an + menghayati) to become penghayatan. The 

word menghayati is the basic form of a verb. After being combined with the peN-/-an confix, the 

word turns into a penghayatan noun. The derivation of the noun deverb of penghayatan from action 

verbs and the process of menghayati is a morphological derivation process using the peN-/-an 

derivation confix in Indonesian (Ermanto, 2008, 2016a). Due to the addition of confix derivation peN-

/-an to the basic forms of action verbs and the process of menghayati, the word penghayatan also 

produces new meanings, which means something about respect. Thus, the word penghayatan is 

classified as a word that was originally in the form of a verb and turned into a deverb noun. 

5. Discussion 

The findings of this study explain that various variations of per-/-an and peN-/-an confixes are 

generally derived by combining the basic forms of verbs with confixes (per-/-an and peN-/-an), 

producing a word that has a new meaning with noun status of action and process (Ermanto, 2008, 

2016a). When compared with previous research, these findings have similarities and differences. The 

similarities of this research with the findings of previous studies such as Putra (2021), Pratami et al. 

(2023), Akhiruddin et al. (2023), Ramadhina et al. (2022), JR and Ermanto (2023), and Nisa et al. 

(2023) are to find the use of combinations of dominant affixes (confixes). The difference in the results 

of this study and those of the previous ones lies in the use of variations of per-/-an and peN-/-an 

confixes. Previous researchers did not discuss the process of forming confixes and did not mention the 

change of a word into a new word status. 

The process of adding the confix per-/-an which reduces the noun deverb of pertanyaan (ask), 

perselisihan (dispute), perkataan (speech), pertunjukan (performance), permainan (plays), 

pertempuran (war), pertarungan (fight), perdebatan (argue), pertandingan (competition), percobaan 

(trial), and adding the confix peN-/-an which reduces the noun deverb of penglihatan (sight), 

pemungutan (picking), pemikiran (thought), pemahaman (understanding), pemukiman (settlement), 

perencanaan (planning), pemandangan (view), penghormatan (an honor), penghayatan (appreciation), 

and pengajaran (teaching), is a derivation morphological process. In the history of morphological 

development, morphological processes in world languages are distinguished by experts on 

morphological derivation and morphological inflection (Bauer, 1983; Lyons, 1968; Matthews, 1974). 

Similar to Lyons (1968), Matthews (1974) distinguished morphological processes from (1) 

inflectional processes and (2) word formation processes and concluded that morphology consists of 
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(1) inflectional morphology and (2) lexical morphology (derivational morphology). Morphology is 

divided into derivation and inflection; derivation produces new lexemes, and inflection produces word 

forms (grammatical words) from lexemes (Bauer, 1988). The morphological distinction of derivation 

and inflection has also been suggested by several other linguists (Aronoff & Fudeman, 2005; Beard, 

2001; Boiij, 2001; Dik & Kooij, 1994; Scalise, 1984; Stump, 2001; Widdowson, 1997). 

The morphological process of derivation is three processes simultaneously, namely 1) morphological 

process, 2) syntactic process, and 3) semantic process (Hurford & Heasley, 1983). In that case, the 

morphological process changes the basic form into a derivative, the syntactical process of changing 

the basic form categories. Semantic processes produce lexical meanings (lexemes). In addition, there 

are four types of derivation, namely: 1) featural derivation, 2) functional derivation, 3) transposition, 

and 4) expressive derivation (Beard, 2001). Feature derivation is a derivation morphology that does 

not change the basic shape category but changes the inherent feature values. Functional derivation or 

lexical derivation is a derivation morphological process that adds features to basic forms. 

Transposition is a morphological derivation process that changes categories (word classes). 

Expression derivation is a morphological derivation process that does not change the reference and 

basic form categories, but shows the difference in the meaning of the expression.  

Based on this, it can be explained that the noun deverbs of of pertanyaan (an ask), perselisihan 

(dispute), perkataan (speech), pertunjukan (performance), permainan (plays), pertempuran (war), 

pertarungan (fight), perdebatan (argue), pertandingan (competition), and percobaan (trial), can be 

derived by a morphological derivation process, namely adding the derivation of per-/-an to the basic 

forms of verbs bertanya, berselisih, berkata, bertunjuk, bermain, bertempur, bertarung, berdebat, 

bertanding, bercoba (mencoba). It implies that, the addition of per-/-an derivation confixes to the 

basic form has changed the verb category  bertanya/asking, berselisih/quarrel, berkata/say, bertunjuk/ 

perform, bermain/play, bertempur/battle, bertarung/fight, berdebat/to debate, bertanding/compete, 

and bercoba (mencoba)/trial, into derivative forms categorized as noun deverba pertanyaan (an ask), 

perselisihan (dispute), perkataan (speech), pertunjukan (performance), permainan (plays), pertempuran 

(war), pertarungan (fight), perdebatan (argue), pertandingan (competition), and percobaan (trial) 

(Beard, 2001; Hurford & Heasley, 1983). Semantically, adding confix derivation per-/-an to the basic 

form has changed the meaning of words bertanya, berselisih, berkata, bertunjuk, bermain, bertempur, 

bertarung, berdebat, bertanding, and bercoba (mencoba), into a derivative form meaning something 

related to the base words of pertanyaan, perselisihan, perkataan, pertunjukan, permainan, 

pertempuran, pertarungan, perdebatan, pertandingan, percobaan. 

Likewise, it can be explained that the noun deverbs of penglihatan (sight), pemungutan (picking), 

pemikiran (thought), pemahaman (understanding), pemukiman (settlement), perencanaan (planning), 

pemandangan (view), penghormatan (honor), penghayatan (appreciation), and pengajaran (teaching) 

are derived by a morphological derivation process, namely adding the derivation of pen-/-an to the 

basic forms of action verbs and the process of melihat (to see), memungut (to pick), memikirkan (to 

think), memahami (to understand), memukimkan (to settle), merencanakan (to plan), memandangi (to 

see), menghormati (to honor), menghayati (to appreciate), and mengajar (to teach). It means that, 

adding the confix derivation of peN-/-an to the basic form has changed the category of action verbs 

and the process of melihat, memungut, memikirkan, memahami, memukimkan, merencanakan, 

memandangi, menghormati, menghayati, and mengajar derivative forms with the noun deverb 

category penglihatan, pemungutan, pemikiran, pemahaman, pemukiman, perencanaan, pemandangan 

(view), penghormatan, penghayatan, and pengajaran (Beard, 2001; Hurford & Heasley, 1983). 

Semantically, adding per-/-an derivation confixes to basic forms has changed the meaning of action 

and process melihat, memungut, memikirkan, memahami, memukimkan, merencanakan, memandangi, 

menghormati, menghayati, and mengajar into derivative forms meaning things or something related 

to the base words of penglihatan, pemungutan, pemikiran, pemahaman, pemukiman, perencanaan, 

pemandangan, penghormatan, penghayatan, and pengajaran. 

These confix patterns can also be seen in other languages. For example, in English, the use of the 

word impossibility is formed through the affixation process. The affixation process that occurs in the 

word impossibility is combining the confix i-/-ty with the basic lexeme possible, producing a new 
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word impossibility. This process can also be called a derivation phenomenon because it changes the 

status of a word (Auni & Manan, 2022). In the Bugis language, the use of the word maqdeppungeng 

(assemble) also occurs due to the affixation process. The word maqdeppungeng is formed by 

combining the confix ma-/-eng with the basic lexeme reppung. This process of affixation is called 

confixes in the Bugis language (Kasim et al., 2022). In Arabic, the use of this confix can be seen in 

the word maf’ul (مفعول), which means what has been done. The word maf’ul (مفعول) is formed by 

combining the confix v and m (م and و) with the basic lexeme fa’ala (فعل), which means work. This 

process is called the confix morphological process in Arabic (Zuhriyah et al., 2018). The use of 

confixes in several languages is an illustration of the variations in the confix affixation process in each 

language. On theoretical grounds, conflict patterns generally have similarities in terms of form. This 

similarity is in the form of adding the beginning and end of a word. This addition also produces a new 

meaning that has the status of a word. 

Based on this research, various forms of the use of per-/-an and peN-/-an confixes were found in the 

target text of the novel Laskar Pelangi by Andrea Hirata. From the aspect of the morphological 

derivation process, the findings of this study revealed that the use of per-/-an and peN-/-an confixes is 

to form a new word and produce a new meaning. The results of this study also revealed that adding 

confixes will generally change the status of the basic form in the verb category with meaning or action 

and process into a derived form in the noun deverb category with the meaning of things or something 

related to the basic meaning. Further research could discuss confixes broadly on social media using 

the KORTARA corpus linguistics approach. It means that this research is not limited to the variations 

of per-/-an and peN-/-an confixes, but a broader discussion of confixes will reveal a more diverse use. 

The authors also suggest that future researchers should not limit their research to confix affixation and 

should discuss derivation and inflection as well. This is based on the emergence of very diverse 

affixation patterns on social media. 
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